Potential use of a “Blood Pressure Action Sheet” for Indonesian patients with hypertension living in rural villages: a qualitative study
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Purpose: The aim of the study was to obtain feedback on the layout, content, and potential use of a blood pressure (BP) action sheet, a purpose-designed written resource for Indonesian patients with hypertension.

Methods: Telephone interviews were conducted with 13 health professionals, 12 community health workers, and 12 patients in rural Yogyakarta, Indonesia, to explore their impressions of the BP action sheet, how the sheet might affect management of hypertension, and suggestions for improvement.

Results: Participants felt that the sheet presented useful information about achieving the target BP and managing hypertension. The use of the sheet could be optimized by engaging community health workers to help explain the information and to provide assistance around the stated actions for hypertension management. A more attractive design and inclusion of more details were suggested. Both patients and health care workers expressed interest in using the sheet.

Conclusion: The BP action sheet has potential as a useful resource for patients with hypertension by providing information, recording target BP, and facilitating patient-centered communication. Use of the BP action sheet might provide an effective low-cost way for health professionals and community health workers to encourage patients to achieve their target BP.
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Introduction
Hypertension has become a significant public health epidemic worldwide and is associated with an increased risk of numerous complications such as stroke, kidney disease, coronary heart disease and heart failure.1,2 In Indonesia, data from a national survey show that the prevalence of hypertension has increased from 8.3% in 1995 to 26.7% in 2013.3

Despite concerted efforts to improve the treatment of hypertension, less than 50% of patients with hypertension achieve their blood pressure (BP) target.1 The lack of adherence to a recommended treatment regimen is often reported as the main reason for poor control of BP in patients with hypertension.4,5 Studies have shown that patients’ inadequate knowledge and misbeliefs about hypertension underpin non-adherence to anti-hypertensive medications.6,7 Our previous study in rural villages in Yogyakarta province, Indonesia, demonstrated that patients with a good level of knowledge about hypertension are seven times more likely to adhere to their hypertension medication, compared to those with a low level of knowledge.8 To improve the patients’ knowledge, health care professionals (HCPs) should provide adequate information to their patients.
at each clinical encounter; however, HCPs’ workloads and time constraints often preclude effective verbal communication with patients. Furthermore, over time, patients tend to forget the information provided to them during consultations. Therefore, patients may be better informed through the provision of tangible resources, eg, written educational materials (eg, leaflets, brochures), as well as videos, mobile phones, and internet applications.

Despite the advantages of using written educational resources to improve patients’ knowledge, a review of 19 non-internet-based leaflets on hypertension in the UK reported a lack of complete information within these leaflets; for instance, only seven clearly stated the importance of BP monitoring. To be effective, the development of written resources requires input and feedback from potential end-users (including patients) before distribution of the resources in clinical practice. In response to the findings of our previous studies, we have developed a purpose-designed written resource, the BP action sheet, to help Indonesian patients with hypertension. The aim of this study was to obtain feedback about the layout, content, and potential use of the sheet. Feedback was sought from a range of people who were likely to use the sheet: Indonesian people who have hypertension and who live in rural villages, HCPs in community health centers and community health workers in the villages.

Methods
Study design and setting
A qualitative study using telephone interviews was undertaken in two rural villages in the Bantul District of Yogyakarta province in Indonesia from December 2016 to January 2017. These villages were purposely selected because they are categorized as underdeveloped villages by the Bantul district government and because a survey of medication-taking practices had been previously undertaken in these rural villages. Two community health centers that provide health care services for people in the selected villages were also included in this study.

BP action sheet
Information and recommendations provided in the BP action sheet were developed based on our previous findings that identified some knowledge gaps among rural patients with hypertension and highlighted the need to improve patients’ access to information. The development of the sheet also considered both the Indonesian and international guidelines for hypertension, and the principles of designing effective written health education materials for patients. As a simplified informational leaflet, the BP action sheet was purpose-designed to:

1. Convey the target BP for each patient;
2. Present key information about hypertension;
3. Describe the actions for patients to take to manage their hypertension; and
4. Identify sources of support in the local setting to help patients manage their hypertension.

The BP action sheet comprises four A5-size pages in black and white print (available from the researchers on request). The first page includes the title “High blood pressure (Hypertension)”, the patient’s details (name, address, contact number), and a picture of an elderly couple saying “What should I know?” and “What should I do?” The second page provides space to record the patient’s BP readings and any actions to be taken (Figure S2). Space to record the patient’s BP target is located in the top right corner of this page. The third page provides key facts about hypertension as well as information about where patients can obtain support related to the specific actions described. The last page provides a flow chart describing the actions patients should take to achieve and maintain the target BP. The flow chart starts with the question “Have you achieved your target BP?” Based on the answer (Yes or No), a specific action is described (Figure S3).

Recruitment of participants
Three groups of participants took part in this study: patients, HCPs in the community health centers, and community health workers in the rural villages. Using purposive sampling, people who fulfilled the inclusion criteria (Table 1) were recruited. Participants’ contact details were obtained with consent via the local contact people (a dedicated person in each community health center, appointed by the head of the center). The local contact person distributed the invitation letter, provided a participant information sheet, and collated written consent from participants. Based on the expected number required to achieve theme saturation, it was estimated that 12 participants for each group (36 participants overall) were required.

Data collection
The interviews were conducted in the Indonesian language by the lead researcher (an Indonesian) using a script for telephone interviews and a purpose-designed interview guide (Figure S1). The set of questions in the interview guide were pilot-tested prior to interviewing the main study participants.
Before posing open-ended questions about participants’ perspectives on the BP action sheet, the researcher confirmed that each participant had reviewed the resource and was ready to provide feedback. The interview guide focused on participants’ first impression of the sheet, how the sheet might affect their management of hypertension and any suggestions for improvement to the sheet. Telephone interviews lasted 15–20 minutes per participant.

Data analysis
A pragmatic approach was applied in this study as it allows researchers to choose the technique that best addresses the central research question (ie, feedback on the BP action sheet for patients).

The interview responses were digitally recorded (audio), transcribed verbatim (de-identified), and translated into English by an independent Indonesian translator; the translations were verified by the lead researcher. The data were then manually coded by two researchers using standard thematic analysis techniques. Each researcher independently coded and themed the data before a joint discussion among the researchers to ensure consensus. Inter-researcher theme validation was conducted by two independent researchers.

Ethical approval
Approval from the University of Technology Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee was granted to conduct this study (Ref. no. ETH16-0769). Approval from the Bantul District Government was also received (Ref. no. 070/Reg/3961/S3/2016).

Results
Characteristics of participants
Data saturation in each group was achieved after 8–10 interviews. However, all recruited participants were interviewed: 13 HCPs (three doctors, four nurses, four midwives, one pharmacy technician and one dietician); 12 community health workers; and 12 patients. The participants’ characteristics are presented in Table 2.

Themes
The following four themes emerged from the interviews:
1. Benefits of the BP action sheet;
2. Potential use of the BP action sheet;
3. Optimizing the use of the sheet; and
4. Suggestions for improvement.

Theme 1. Benefits of the BP action sheet
All participants regarded positively the potential benefits of the BP action sheet for improving patients’ knowledge of hypertension and its management. Compared with other written resources they had previously read, participants noted the strengths of the BP action sheet.

This (BP action sheet) is simple, but it’s interesting. There are so many leaflets with much content, but it’s difficult for us to read [them]. This one […] is easy to understand. [Patient 8]

There are some leaflets in Puskesmas [that are] quite similar, but they do not have the scheme as shown in this sheet. This scheme [on page 4] is easily understood [in terms
of what a patient should do. The other leaflets explain the information only in general. [HCP 5]

Patients will bring it home, right? The other leaflet is not usually used after being read. Some people may throw it away, and the patients forget their previous BP level. [HCP 13]

Key facts and information, such as “Hypertension is treatable”, “Hypertension can cause stroke, heart attack, kidney and eye problems”, and “What patients should do”, were regarded by patients as the most important and interesting aspects of the sheet.

I feel happy, for being informed about hypertension so that I do not need to worry. It mentions [here], “hypertension is treatable.” [Patient 8]

This one [is the most interesting]: hypertension can cause stroke [or] heart attack. I am afraid of these risks. [Patient 3]

Certain information, such as the need to take medications routinely over the long term, was considered to be new information and provided new insights for patients and community health workers.

[…] What I previously believed was that, I need to take medications after visiting the clinic or only when feeling sick. Now I know more about taking the medication, which means that I need to make friends with [hypertension] medications. [Patient 3]

‘Taking medication at the same time each day’ – we did not know this before. My husband has high BP, and he usually takes the medication in the morning or in the evening. So, after reading this leaflet, I know that taking medication should be at the same time. [Community health worker 8]

Some HCPs appreciated that the BP action sheet addressed common misconceptions about hypertension medications among their patients and emphasized the importance of this information.

Well, I like this one: “Hypertension often shows no signs or symptoms.” This is good, to raise the patient’s awareness that the BP check does not need to wait for symptoms [to appear]. Because many of our patients do that. They wait for the symptoms to occur or worsen. If the symptoms do not occur, they think that they are healthy. [HCP 1]

So, they [patient] think that all kinds of medicines can damage the kidneys. In fact, [as mentioned in the BP Action Sheet] hypertension can cause kidney problems if it’s not well treated [but] lay people often think the opposite. [HCP 12]

The HCPs and community health workers also agreed that the sheet would help them explain hypertension to patients.

In my opinion, we can use it for health education. It will be very useful since many people are recently diagnosed with hypertension. Most older people who visit Posyandu lansia [Integrated Health Service Post for Elderly] have high blood pressure. [Community health worker 1]

I think HCPs need to explain it, well […] for example, explain the [“What should I do?”] schemes. [HCP 2]

Patients, HCPs, and community health workers agreed that the content on the second page (presenting an individualized target BP, recording BP readings and actions to be taken) enabled the BP action sheet to function as a personal health record. In addition, they mentioned that the BP action sheet is user-friendly, and this was perceived as a strength of the sheet.

It is good […] because it mentions the target blood pressure. I think most of the leaflets do not include this information, so this leaflet [BP action sheet] is much better […] more real […] more functional […] and more personal, because each patient is different. [HCP 8]

We have a health card for the elderly, but we do not use it. We record the result of each patient’s blood pressure check in our book [because] the font in the card is too small, a lot of columns […] It is not simple. On the other hand, this sheet can be filled in easily. [Community health worker 8]

**Theme 2. Potential use of the BP action sheet**

Both patients and health care workers mentioned the importance of patients bringing the BP action sheet to their HCP appointments or when having their BP checked by community health workers. They also agreed that both HCPs and community health workers could record important information on the sheet. For this reason, there was much interest in making copies of the sheet available for their immediate use in practice.

This sheet will be brought [in] by patients. It can be used as a follow-up […] For further steps, I think it can become a program [for Puskesmas]. It is probably beneficial in Puskesmas. We can copy this sheet to be distributed to patients. [HCP 13]

I can copy the sheet and distribute it to patients with high blood pressure. We will tell them that they must bring
the sheet to every Posyandu meeting. [Community health worker 4]

Can I copy this by myself? I will also copy it for my neighbors because there are some people with hypertension around here […] let me give this to them. [Patient 9]

Both HCPs and community health workers believed that the Posyandu lansia (Integrated Health Service Post for the Elderly, a community health worker-based program for the elderly) would be an ideal place for distributing the sheet to patients because this program is well established in all villages (in the study location). As confirmed by participants, the Posyandu lansia uses local villagers as community health workers who provide BP checks for the elderly at least once every 1–3 months.

I really believe that, in my Posyandu lansia, patients will be happy to bring this [BP action] sheet to the Posyandu. [Community health worker 7]

To use this sheet […] patients will bring this […] but, most of them are the elderly, and they need assistance. This is done best by community health workers in the Posyandu lansia [where] they can check [the patient’s] BP. They can also read the information to the patients. I think if we do not read this to elderly patients, they will not read [it themselves]. [HCP 9]

HCPs also explicitly mentioned the Prolanis program, a newer program for patients with hypertension and/or diabetes mellitus treated in the community health centers, as another portal for disseminating the BP action sheet.

We monitor patients [in the Prolanis program], primarily using medical records, so, for me, this sheet will help the patients [members of Prolanis] to see how, after getting a medication, they [can] achieve their target BP. [HCP 12]

**Theme 3. Optimizing the use of the BP action sheet**

Although most participants noted that the information in the sheet was easily understood, a few suggested the need for additional verbal explanations of the content and how the sheet should be used. The HCPs expressed the need for assistance from community health workers, not only in distributing the sheet but also in helping HCPs to explain to patients the information contained within it. The HCPs conveyed their appreciation of the ability of community health workers to provide information using lay language so that is easily understood by patients, particularly older persons with limited reading skills. It was also agreed that community health workers could support BP checking and recording of results on the sheet.

For this sheet, we will ask community health workers to provide information to patients about it. The main point is information […] the community health workers have important roles because they are in the front line. I usually ask for their help for health education. […] So, they will inform the patients, […] they know the local language better than we do. [HCP 11]

First, we need to give […] general information about hypertension. So, when we distribute the sheet, we start the explanation from the first page, followed by filling in the personal identity, and then going to the next page to write down their BP reading. [Community health worker 10]

In addition, the community health workers noted that verbal explanations also can be provided by family members to help patients understand the information contained in the sheet.

We will ask for help from their family. When we explain it [the sheet], their children are there. It is hoped that they can also explain the information to their parents when they are at home. [Community health worker 10]

**Theme 4. Suggestions for improvement**

Most participants stated that the design of the sheet was satisfactory, although others suggested using a colored version of the BP action sheet to attract more attention, and adding arrows in the flowchart for clarity.

It is cool […] really cool […] and interesting. The pictures are also interesting […] Although it has black and white pictures, it is [still] interesting […] The recent KMS [health card] is colorful, but when we copy it, it becomes less interesting. [HCP 5]

I think colorful leaflet will be much better […] just to make it [the sheet] more interesting […] because older persons usually have sight problem […] [Community health worker 11]

Overall, the responses regarding the content within the sheet were positive. Most patients felt that the information in the sheet was comprehensive. However, some HCPs and community health workers suggested that information about the role of traditional medicines and diet in the management of hypertension should be added to the BP action sheet. Other suggestions were to include information about symptoms, risk factors, and classification of hypertension (Table 3). In addition, half of the HCPs suggested clarifying the informa-
Some common symptoms occurred are also necessarily mentioned; for example, “headache.” This will allow the patients to understand that their headache might be related to their high blood pressure and they will want to check their condition. [HCP 1]

The next suggestion is to add risk factors for hypertension, such as age and low physical activity level; these should be included. [HCP 7]

[The BP action sheet can be used] also in Posbindu; this program has just started. For now, the Posbindu program focuses on non-communicable diseases, not only hypertension. In Posbindu, we have already trained the community health workers on how to measure body mass index, body fat and other parameters. We have also trained them to measure blood pressure, blood sugar, abdominal circumference, cholesterol. So maybe in “Where should I go?”, the Posbindu can be added because hypertension is one risk factor for non-communicable diseases. [HCP 12]

Another one is to state the level of hypertension. This is not mentioned on the sheet. There are three levels of hypertension: levels 1, 2 and 3. We should add information about these levels to remind the HCPs and patients. [HCP 6]

Traditional medication, such as Achi (noni) or cucumber, must also be included. [These are] simple examples but they are easily found nearby. In “Medication,” [it would be helpful to] divide [this] into chemical and traditional medicines. [HCP 7]

I think this part (lifestyle measures) needs a more detailed explanation […] such as dietary [changes] for [people with] hypertension […]. Mentioning examples will make this more easily understood. [HCP 5]

It needs to add, for example, in the TB (tuberculosis) program, each patient has a person who supervises their taking medication. Maybe if some things happen, it can be informed via that person […] especially for the ones who are illiterate. [HCP 12]

The table should have a place to write the name of the examiner so we know who has completed the form – either a HCP or community health worker. [This can be added as] a column. This will allow us to know who has referred the patients or who is checking blood pressure. Thus, this can help in the follow-up of patients. [HCP 8]

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestion</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[The BP action sheet can be used] also in Posbindu; this program has just started. For now, the Posbindu program focuses on non-communicable diseases, not only hypertension.</td>
<td>[This can be added as] a column. This will allow us to know who has completed the form – either a HCP or community health worker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another one is to state the level of hypertension.</td>
<td>These are simple examples but they are easily found nearby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional medication, such as Achi (noni) or cucumber</td>
<td>Should add information about these levels to remind the HCPs and patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think this part (lifestyle measures) needs a more detailed explanation</td>
<td>For example, dietary [changes] for [people with] hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It needs to add, for example, in the TB (tuberculosis) program, each patient has a person who supervises their taking medication.</td>
<td>Need to inform if some things happen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The table should have a place to write the name of the examiner so we know who has completed the form</td>
<td>Either a HCP or community health worker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: HCP, health care professional.

**Discussion**

This study describes the feedback obtained about a new written educational resource for Indonesian patients titled the BP action sheet. Overall, the sheet was perceived positively as both a source of information for patients with hypertension and as a tool for monitoring their progress toward achieving the target BP.

To encourage people to become actively involved in the self-management of their high BP, they need adequate and appropriate information addressing issues such as monitoring of BP, taking medication, managing diet, undertaking physical activity, and controlling stress. Although systematic reviews have reported the potential of mobile phone messaging to improve patients’ adherence to medications, people living in low-resource settings have experienced difficulties in adopting and using such technology-based information services. In one study involving 75 Indonesian patients with hypertension, short message service reminders were reported to have no significant impact on medication adherence. Despite technological advances, written educational resources remain a primary modality for information provision and are considered to be an effective and efficient method in providing information to literate patients and as a complement to information delivered directly by HCPs. Nevertheless, it is essential that the information in the resources is suited to the target patients and is written in understandable language. To improve its readability, a written educational resource should be presented at a literacy level that is no higher than eighth-grade school level or at the sixth-grade level for patients with low health literacy. However, the current instruments for assessing readability, such as the Flesch–Kincaid grade, were developed primarily for English language resources. Therefore, in our study, we used qualitative feedback from potential end users, including patients, to assess the perceived suitability of the information sheet for the target recipients (ie, rural Indonesian patients). As a source of information, the sheet was perceived as being accurate, comprehensive, and easily understood by patients in this study. The strength of the BP action sheet is that the information contained therein is a response to the findings from previous studies in a similar study setting. In addition, as a four-page A5-size leaflet, it is simple and inexpensive to reproduce; it costs less than USD$0.2 to print a paper copy of the sheet.

The BP action sheet also has potential as a BP monitoring tool for patients. It is a concern that patients often rely on the
appearance of symptoms rather than objective BP readings as an indicator of the need to take treatment.\(^7,10\) Therefore, each patient’s target BP should be recorded and documented.\(^37\)

The BP action sheet includes space to record the patient’s BP which is intended to provide timely information for both the patient and HCP about the patient’s progress in achieving the target BP. Requiring each patient to bring the BP action sheet to each visit to the HCP will hopefully trigger discussions about whether the target BP has been met and, if not, strategies to address this. The written recommendations in terms of action needed to achieve the target BP can be provided individually for each patient, which means that the sheet may facilitate communication between HCPs and patients. In addition, as a BP monitoring tool, patients will need to regularly interact with the BP action sheet and they will be less inclined to discard the sheet. This is important because a written resource such as a leaflet is often thrown away after reading.\(^38\)

This study found that there is potential for involving community health workers and family members in optimizing the use of a written educational resource such as the BP action sheet. Support from community health workers in providing accessible BP checks and information for rural Indonesian people with hypertension has been reported.\(^39,40\)

It is expected that community health workers would distribute the BP action sheet to rural patients in the study setting, explain the information contained in the sheet, record the BP reading, give advice to patients, and refer them to an HCP when necessary. To improve patients’ adherence to the hypertension treatment plan, previous studies have also reported the importance of functional support from family members.\(^41\)

Family members may help patients to understand the information contained in the resource and to put into practice the recommendations provided by the HCPs. The opportunity to re-read the information contained in the BP action sheet, including written recommendations from HCPs and community health workers, might improve patients’ understandings about their condition and encourage them to have their BP adequately treated. Because the community health workers can also access the HCPs’ recommendations and refer patients to HCPs, the sheet also may enhance patient-centered communication involving HCPs, community health workers, family members, and patients.

This study suggests that it may be feasible to implement the BP action sheet in programs for rural Indonesian patients, particularly through the existing hypertension programs in the community such as the Posyandu Lansia or Prolanis. The Prolanis program is integrated into routine primary health care and offers comprehensive approaches to managing hypertension such as monthly BP checks, health education, physical exercise, medication (free-of-charge), home visits, and referrals to specialists.\(^42\) As a simplified information resource and personal BP record, the BP action sheet has potential benefits for members of Prolanis that could complement its existing approaches. Integrated interventions comprising patient education, behavioral support and case management that are offered in this program might lead to greater improvements in medication adherence, a cornerstone of achieving BP control.\(^43\)

Further studies are needed to evaluate the impact of the BP action sheet in objective, quantitative measures (eg, BP reading, level of adherence to medication), and there are opportunities to do so through the existing hypertension programs in Indonesia.

**Conclusion**

Positive feedback from patients and health care workers in rural villages indicates that the BP action sheet has the potential to improve patients’ knowledge about hypertension and to facilitate better monitoring of BP toward achievement of the target range. The BP action sheet may serve as an affordable and practical tool for patients, HCPs, and community health workers alike in supporting efforts to manage hypertension among people in low-resource settings. Support from HCPs, family members, and community health workers is required to optimize the practical use of the BP action sheet by patients. Further refinement is required before the sheet can be piloted in the clinical practice setting.

Providing the BP action sheet to patients would require them to bring the sheet to each health care visit. This tailored sheet is not only an information source for patients; but also may be used as a BP monitoring tool and an enabler of communication between HCPs, patients and community health workers. Further studies are needed to assess how these functions may improve patients’ adherence to hypertension treatment and the achievement of BP target. As a low-cost strategy, the sheet has the potential to support hypertension programs for patients in low-resource settings. Because patients in such settings often present challenges to visiting HCPs, providing accessible and affordable health care services is crucial for encouraging patients to have their BP checked and treated.
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## Supplementary materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Health care professionals</th>
<th>Community health workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is your first impression (general comments) of this resource?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you like most?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you like least?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How would you use this resource? In what ways might it affect how you manage your high blood pressure?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you think your patients would use this resource? To what extent might it affect how you manage your patients with high blood pressure?</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you think people with high blood pressure would use this resource? In what ways might it affect how people manage their high blood pressure?</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What suggestions do you have for the further development of this resource? (layout, font, picture, content, practical use)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure S1 Interview guide.

Figure S2 The Blood Pressure Action Sheet (page 2).
Figure S3 The Blood Pressure Action Sheet (page 4).